Introduction {#Sec1}
============

In mammals the superior olivary complex (SOC) is composed of several brainstem nuclei, which are involved in the localization of a sound source (Heffner and Masterton [@CR19]; Spangler et al. [@CR39]; Thompson and Schofield [@CR42]). The SOC is able to extract binaural time information from complex signals in the high-frequency as well as low-frequency range (Heffner [@CR18]). The principle subdivisions of the SOC which are devoted to higher-frequency hearing are the LSO/MNTB (Caspary and Finlayson [@CR8]; Cant and Hyson [@CR7]; Glendenning and Masterton [@CR10]) and those devoted to lower frequencies are represented by the MSO (Goldberg and Brown [@CR12]; Warr [@CR43]; Yin and Chan [@CR45]; Smith et al. [@CR38]; Spitzer and Semple [@CR40]). The medial part of the MNTB, which can be selectively visualized by calcium-binding proteins and the lectin *Wisteria floribunda* (rat, Härtig et al. [@CR17] ; rhesus, Hilbig et al. [@CR22]), represents its high frequency domain (cat, Caspary and Finlayson [@CR8]; gerbil, Cant and Hyson [@CR7]). Beil ([@CR5]) used the same markers and in addition synaptophysin, NOS, SMI 32, soluble guanylyl cyclase, PSD 95 and neurofilament 1 for his examinations at the auditory brainstem of humans and with all of these markers revealed some dispersed rudiments of the MNTB only. Since the lateral part of the MNTB does not contain or binds calbindin (ref. Härtig et al. [@CR17]), we assume that the rudiments can be assigned to the low-frequent part.

Our intention is to confirm Beil's results (Beil [@CR5]) by examining the size of the MNTB during primate evolution. Tissues of higher primates which had been prepared under standardized conditions are not available due to ethical reasons. Thus, we decided to work with the material present in the Stephan collection which contains Nissl and Nissl-silver stained paraffin embedded sections of a wide range of species.

Methodically, work with material from a collection, which had to be prepared differently in regard to post-mortem delay, fixation and staining, is always afflicted with a greater standard deviation than a method that is planned and arranged under identical conditions. Therefore, the present work tries to describe a phylogenetic trend resulting in the nearly complete loss of a human MNTB.

The interpretation of changes within the central auditory systems are currently explained on a solely functional basis by Glendenning and Masterton ([@CR10]) who provided in their "Comparative Morphometry of mammalian central auditory systems" a most comprehensive overview including 53 species. The results in general revealed a more than 139-fold difference among the studied species with bats, kangaroo rats, marmosa opossums and Norway rats having the largest auditory systems relative to their brain size, whereas humans posses the smallest. Most other primate species which had been included exhibited also auditory system/brain size ratios below the sample average. Therefore, it has been suggested that the conditions observed in humans are the result of an expansion of the non-auditory parts of the brain rather than a reduction of the auditory system during evolution, because the overall subcortical central auditory system seemed to be highly conserved among mammals (Glendenning and Masterton [@CR10]). However, one of the most interesting aspects of this comparison is that when focussing to certain subdivisions within the subcortical auditory system, each of the subdivisions seems to be changed independently among species which strongly suggests that these changes are related to species-specific functional adaptations to certain ecological requirements. Focussing towards the MNTB, the kangaroo rat possesses the largest in relation to the total size of its central subcortical auditory system (4.73%) followed by the little brown bat (3.76%), and the lowest was found in little rock wallaby (0.698%), while the brown lemur (2.31%) possesses a higher value than the guinea pig (1.44%) and human (0.807%).

Moore and Moore ([@CR33]) stated that the correlation of frequency range with the morphological size of the LSO and the MNTB suggests that the hypertrophy of these nuclei represents a specialisation in high-frequency reception. This led to the hypothesis that a reduced MNTB should coincide with a reduction of the LSO. In order to provide evidence for a phylogenetic trend within the arrangement of the SOC in primates, we tried to prove that hypothesis by comparing the SOC components of non-human primates as an extension of our previous studies, which had confirmed a well developed MNTB in macaques and the nearly complete loss of the MNTB in humans (Bazwinsky et al. [@CR3], [@CR4]; Hilbig et al. [@CR22]).

Here, Nissl-stained sections of the SOC of man, bonobo, chimpanzee, gorilla, orangutan, gibbon and macaque were compared to reveal differences and coincidences.

Materials and methods {#Sec2}
=====================

Specimens and tissue preparation {#Sec3}
--------------------------------

Nissl stained sections of the SOC of bonobo, chimpanzee, gorilla, orangutan and gibbon from the Stephan's and Zilles collection were used. Both the Stephan's and the Zilles collection are based at the C. and O. Vogt Institute of Brain Research, Düsseldorf, Germany (Zilles and Rehkämper [@CR46]; Stephan et al. [@CR41]). Additionally, ten brainstems of adult female *Macaca fascicularis* (3 years old) were obtained from Covance, Münster, Germany, after euthanasia. Twelve human brainstems were obtained from non-neuropathological specimens (both sexes, 54--76 years old) from donors enlisted in the C. and O. Vogt Institutes body-donor program. All procedures were approved by the Ethical Committee of the Heinrich-Heine-University of Duesseldorf according to the Declaration of Helsinki.

The brainstems were fixed in a mixture of 4% paraformaldehyde and 15% saturated picric acid in sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4 (modified Zamboni's fixative) at 4°C under constant stirring for at least 1 week prior to further processing. The specimens were dissected and sectioned after removing the arachnoid and blood vessels from the surface. Each specimen was cut into blocks of 1 cm thickness in the frontal plane and stained according to Nissl. To compare the SOC organization of higher primates, especially in regard to the MNTB, further, available Nissl or Silver-Nissl impregnated sections of primate brains from the Stephan and Zilles collection were microscopically examined and photographed, including three brainstems of white-handed gibbon (*Hylobates lar*, three brainstems of orangutan (*Pongo pygmaeus*), one brainstem of gorilla (*Gorilla gorilla*), three brainstems of chimpanzee (*Pan troglodytes*) and two brainstems of bonobo (*Pan paniscus*).

Image acquisition and reconstruction of nuclei {#Sec4}
----------------------------------------------

All of the investigated sections were 20-μm thick. The distance between the sections was 200 μm, except for the gorilla, for which they were 400 μm apart. The sections of the brainstems were mostly the same as investigated by Sherwood et al. ([@CR36]). The image acquisition was performed with the same equipment. In short, digital micrographs were obtained using an Olympus BH-2 microscope and a Nicon CoolPix 995 digital camera. All of the micrographs taken were changed from tif into jpg format to be compatible to the Archicad system for the interactive 3-D reconstruction. All histologically labeled structures required for reconstruction were vectorized and reconstructed in a virtual room, which was interactively visualized. 2-D reconstructions of the auditory brainstem nuclei were positioned in regard to the median fissure of the brainstem for the possibility to look at the structures from various points of view. The main orientation in the investigated brainstems was given by the roots of the facial nerve (N.VII) lateral of the nuclei of the SOC and the root of the abducent nerve (N.VI) which divided the MNTB. For example, Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} displays those landmarks in the orangutan brainstem. The dark lines in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b represent the overlays.Fig. 1Auditory brainstem sections of the orangutan. **a** Nuclei of the superior olivary complex (*SOC*). Lateral (*LSO*) and medial superior olive (*MSO*), medial nucleus of the trapezoid body (*MNTB*). Root of the abducent nerve (*N.VI*). **b** The *dark lines* give the positions of the overlays. Higher magnifications of the MNTB and the MSO in the gorilla (**c**), the orangutan (**d**) and the bonobo (**e**)

Measurement of nuclear volumes {#Sec5}
------------------------------

The overlays interactively produced by the Archicad system (for example see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b) were scanned to the videoplan system (Kontron, Munich, Germany) for the estimation of the nuclear volumes. A total of 268 sections were used for reconstruction and volumetry.

The dendritic trees of the neurons in the MSO, as revealed in Silver-Nissl impregnated sections, were additionally labeled by fine dotted lines (and by open circles in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) for the vectorization.Fig. 2Examples of single section overlays for 3-D reconstruction. *Grey* MNTB, *black* MSO (somata), *dotted line* total MSO, *white* LSO

The total volume of a nucleus was obtained by multiplying the sum of each surface area by section thickness and the intervals between the sections.

Cell counts {#Sec6}
-----------

The number of cells of the SOC nuclei including MNTB was determined in one series of sections for each species. All measurements were carried out interactively with the aid of Kontron Image Analysis (Zeiss, Germany) as described by Hilbig et al. ([@CR21]). Regarding the varying size and structure of the nuclei we counted, the neurons in each section and area which was available and surrounded areas for the 3D-reconstruction. From these data the approximate total number of cells was calculated for the whole volume. To calculate the individual error of the investigator using the interactive system, we measured one section 10 times. The individual standard deviation was \<5.9%. The internal statistics programm of the Image Analysis provided the data for the minimum, the maximum and the average measurements, the standard deviation, the variation and the sum of all data within the file.

Results {#Sec7}
=======

Within the Hominidae (i.e. the African apes: gorillas, chimpanzees, and bonobos; and humans), there is a successive loss of the MNTB from gorilla to man in correlation with decreasing extensions of the LSO. The LSO decreased more slowly than the MNTB, which was almost lost (Figs.  [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}; Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}), since only very few widely dispersed neurons were detectable.Fig. 3Frontal aspect of 3-D reconstructions with the MNTB marked in *red*, the MSO in *black*, and the LSO in *blue*. The rostro-caudal-dorso-ventral plane labels the idealized median line of the auditory brainstem. Examples were given for three species. Both the MNTB and, to a smaller extent, the LSO decreased from macaque to bonobo despite the increasing brain sizes. The MNTB separated from the MSO and the former compact MNTB decayed during phylogeny. The orangutan is the link between the condensed SOC of the macaca and the split one of the bonobo. The pearl-like pattern of bonobo MNTB pointed to that development. MNTB, medial nucleus of the trapezoid body; MSO/LSO, medial/lateral superior olive; SOC, superior olivary complexFig. 4Dorsal aspects of 3-D reconstructions of the SOC (MNTB *red*, MSO *black*, LSO *blue*) revealing the lateral distance of the MNTB from the median line of the auditory brainstem (*line at left*) and the rostro-caudal extension of the SOCFig. 5Comparison of the superior olivary complex of primates, Nissl and Silver-Nissl stainings for the bonobo and overlays for the MNTBFig. 6Comparison of the superior olivary complex continuing Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}Fig. 7Free-hand regression line (Holman [@CR23]) revealing the changing volume of the MNTB of men (*H*), bonobo (*B*), chimpanzee (*C*), gorilla (*G*), orangutan (*O*), gibbon (*Gi*) and macaque (*M*)Table 1Sizes of the nuclei of the SOC (mm^3^) and the LSO/MNTB and LSO/MSO ratiosMNTBLSOMSOLSO/MNTBLSO/MSOHuman0.013.012.753011.1Bonobo0.032.992.511001.1Chimpanzee0.083.282.97411.1Gorilla0.114.862.93441.7Orangutan0.184.983.22281.6Gibbon0.210.490.332.31.5Macaca0.240.550.292.31.9

Of all the nuclei comprising the SOC, the MSO was the most clearly delineated one. The structure of the MSO seemed to be stable not only between the hominids, but also in all of the investigated non-human primates (Figs. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). From macaque to man, the arrangement of the cell somata in the MSO tended from a three dimensional organized structure to a more and more stalked or sheeted structure resulting in a line-shaped MSO with laterally elongated dendrites (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}d--e).

With exception of man, bonobo and chimpanzee, all species showed a well developed MNTB-LSO system. The SOC of the gibbon consisted of a smaller MNTB and the LSO was already slightly reduced when compared to the macaque. These reductions of MNTB and LSO went hand in hand with an elongation of the MSO in dorsal direction. These changes progressively continued in apes and as a result of that trend the MNTB was almost totally lost in man, though a small LSO remained. The regression line showing the decrease for the MNTB volume in all investigated species is presented in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}.

These results were supported also by the number of neurons calculated for the SOC components (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). The ratio LSO/MNTB, reflecting the correlation of the size of those nuclei, increased dramatically, reaching its highest value in the brain of man. The largest numerical increase for the ratio of LSO to MNTB was revealed between bonobo and man (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Chimpanzee, gorilla and orangutan showed a comparable LSO/MNTB ratio among each other, which was approximately 20-fold higher than that found for gibbon and macaque (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Compared to the LSO/MNTB ratio a much more clear cut difference was revealed for the ratio of LSO to MSO for chimpanzee, bonobo and man (1.1) compared to gorilla, orangutan, gibbon and macaque (≥1.5; Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). It means that the LSO/MSO ratio decreased during the primate phylogeny from about 2 to about 1 depicting a relative increase of the MSO. This increase is in part due to the rostro-caudal extensions of the MSO (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}).Table 2Numbers of neurons in the nuclei of the superior olivary complexMNTBLSOMSOLSO/MNTBLSO/MSOHuman--1,9803,8910.51Bonobo9763,0544,0063.10.76Chimpanzee1,1803,1164,4892.60.69Gorilla1,8005,0804,6142.81.10Orangutan3,1047,1135,2312.31.36Gibbon2,2112,0493,3460.90.61Macaca2,5432,6302,8991.00.90

It is however noteworthy to mention that among the great apes, both the gorilla and the orangutan showed a SOC containing a comparatively large MNTB, a further elongated MSO and a larger LSO, generally speaking much more similar in shape to that of the rat (Paxinos et al. [@CR34]). In addition, the MNTB of the orangutan consisted of a compact part and a part formed by more dispersed clusters of cells (Figs. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). In the dorsal view (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}), the largest extension of the SOC in medio-lateral direction was found for the gorilla, which may be correlated to the size of its head. The extension of the SOC in its rostral-caudal aspects could only be roughly estimated for the gorilla due to the wider distance between the available sections as outlined above. On average the rostro-caudal extensions for the SOC's of hominids were comparatively similar from about 3,400 until about 3,800 μm as revealed in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}.

However, the size as well as the position of its subdivisions changed dramatically. With the progressive reduction of the MNTB it became much closer positioned to the median fissure. Comparing the macaque and the bonobo, in the macaque the LSO is positioned much more caudally in relation to the MNTB, whereas in bonobo LSO and the remnants of the MNTB are placed at the same level along the rostro-caudal axis. The MSO remained more or less unchanged and shows the whole extension of the SOC along the rostro-caudal axis. Within the SOC, and in comparison to the rostro-caudal dimension of the MSO and MNTB, the LSO of hominids had been shifted to a more rostral position because in hominids the MSO extends these subdivisions in caudal direction. This shift of the MNTB and LSO along the rostro-caudal axis becomes especially obvious by comparing the chimpanzee and bonobo brains (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

In addition, the nuclei of the SOC become more separated from each other in hominids (Figs. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). As shown in the dorsal view of the reconstructed SOC of the macaque MNTB and MSO as well as MSO and LSO lie closely together but a separation between MSO and LSO is visible in the rostral aspects of the auditory brainstem in orangutan, whereas a more complete and wider separation of MNTB and MSO as well as LSO and MSO becomes evident for the bonobo.

In summary, a progressive reduction of the MNTB and LSO as well as a wider separation of the subdivisions of the SOC was observed during phylogeny among the studied primate species. In addition, LSO and MNTB in hominids became positioned much more adjacent to the rostro-medial portion of the MSO in hominids.

Discussion {#Sec8}
==========

Our results showed in comparison to macaque, a clear reduction of the MNTB-LSO system and a dramatic reduction of the structure of the MNTB as a compact nucleus in man within the auditory brainstem. Moore and Moore stated for the MNTB neurons that "the number of cells present, if any, is too small to allow reliable identification of counts, and no ratio could be calculated." (Moore and Moore [@CR33], footnote of Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}), and this was largely confirmed by Richter et al. ([@CR35]). Koutcherov et al. ([@CR24]) described a small nucleus of the trapezoid body which contains only a few neurons without referring to a medial nucleus; they also proposed human homologs for the dorsal periolivary, medioventral periolivary and lateroventral periolivary nuclei of the rat and in addition designated a medial periolivary nucleus. Recently, Kulesza ([@CR26]) investigated the human periolivary nuclei and delineated a well established human MNTB in Nissl-stained sections which contains a surprisingly high number of cells. However, Kulesza ([@CR26]) located this cell group at a position which could be attributed to the medial periolivary nucleus or medioventral periolivary nucleus, a position in which cells have been also noted by Bazwinsky et al. ([@CR3]) by the use of immunohistochemistry. However, the clear designation of these neuronal cells as MNTB is a matter of discussion and would not be supported by the current literature (for a summary see Webster and Garey [@CR44]; Moore and Linthicum [@CR32]). Especially Moore and Linthicum ([@CR32]) point to the dramatic reduction of this nucleus in man and they refer to a small trapezoid nucleus but no longer to an MNTB.

By the use of *W. floribunda* agglutinin binding to perineuronal nets, Beil ([@CR5]) found only very few neurons in the position of the human MNTB (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}), while calcium binding proteins revealed even lower numbers. Especially the wider distances (filled by white matter) between the few remaining neurons may be indicative for an increase in afferent input to these few neurons which would be in agreement with a strongly reduced nucleus containing a few dispersed large neurons (Koutcherov et al. [@CR24]; Moore and Linthicum [@CR32]). It should be emphasized that these authors refer to a nucleus of the trapezoid body without referring to a distinguishable medial nucleus as known from lower primates in which it is confined to high frequency processing. In our opinion, it remains questionable whether this issue could be settled without further clarification by conducting tracing studies as also suggested by Kulesza ([@CR26]). Implying the functional consequences for the understanding of auditory information processing in man, we would rather take a more conservative approach and follow the anatomical and functional description and discussion provided by Moore and Linthicum ([@CR32]).Fig. 8Neurons of the human MNTB revealed by *Wisteria floribunda* agglutinin binding sites (Beil [@CR5])

Our observation of such a dramatic reduction of MNTB neurons is also supported by our cell counts (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). There are also differences between the numbers of neurons calculated in our study in comparison to other studies for the MSO (Moore and Moore [@CR33]; Harrison and Irving [@CR16]). The later may be in part due to the fact that we applied very conservative criteria when counting neurons in order to avoid inclusion of glial cells. But we would like to stress the fact, that Moore and Moore ([@CR33]) described a complete loss of the MNTB in the same study.

Referring to the size ranking for the volumes of SOC nuclei by Glendenning and Masterton ([@CR10]), the size of the human MNTB and that of the LSO got lower ranking numbers than those for the monkey, whereas the size of the MSO of human and monkey were at neighbouring ranking places. The high-frequency limit of the macaque is 42 kHz, with best frequency at 1 kHz and that of humans is 17.6 kHz, with best frequency at 4 kHz (Heffner [@CR18]). Thus, here is an explanation for the different sizes of the SOC nuclei in macaque and man. Lacking the ability to hear higher frequencies, there is no need to analyse such high frequency components. Moore ([@CR31]) provided as a possible explanation that "it could be that the entire human LSO is homologous to the low-frequency end of the cat LSO, a subdivision of the nucleus that receives only sparse input from the MNTB". That opinion was supported by our findings of decreasing sizes of the LSO. Kulesza ([@CR25]) described for both the human MSO and LSO a geometric arrangement that is suggestive of isofrequency laminae. Moore ([@CR30]) pointed to another explanation. The LSO is extremely large in bats which have an extended range of high-frequency hearing, but is small in mammals with limited hearing at both, low and high, frequencies. Thus, the size of the LSO correlates with the range of usable auditory frequencies (Glendenning et al. [@CR11]; Moore and Moore [@CR33]; Moore [@CR29], [@CR30]). It is possible that in primates, and especially in humans, the role of the SOC in sound localization decreases compared to the increasing role of the inferior colliculus (McAlpine and Grothe [@CR28]) and the superior colliculus in spatial orientation (Hilbig et al. [@CR20]). In the successive relays of the auditory pathway, the response characteristics of the neurons are more and more specialized to one frequency or to one type of complex sound, to one interaural intensity or time difference. That specialisation requires a restriction in the frequency spectrum. Besides these functional auditory adaptations, which seem to have an important influence on the shape, size and connections within the auditory system of higher vertebrates, our morphological data clearly coincide and support the position of the studied primates within the phylogenetic tree since chimpanzee, bonobo and man, which possess similar LSO/MSO ratios of 1.1 emerged together from one common ancestor (Bailey et al. [@CR1]; Byrne [@CR6]), whereas all other taxa branched off much earlier (Goldman et al. [@CR13]). And those taxa such as gibbon and macaque which possessed the lowest values for their LSO/MNTB ratios belong to even older branches.

Grothe ([@CR14]) and Neuweiler (Grothe and Neuweiler [@CR15]) studied the function of the MSO in small mammals in order to reveal the discrepancies discussed above. According to their data at that level, the MSO provides the basic auditory functions, which remain conserved during phylogeny "the binaural cooperation causing facilitation due to binaural excitation. Only later in evolution, with the advent of larger mammals, did interaural distances, and hence interaural time differences, became large enough to be used as cues for sound localization of low-frequency stimuli" (Grothe and Neuweiler [@CR15]). "From this point of view, the apparent contradictions concerning the MSO in small mammals disappear" (Grothe [@CR14]). All these results support our hypothesis that a function-related phylogenetic trend had occurred in primates which resulted in the decrease of a compact nucleus and the dispersion of the MNTB of bonobos and humans. Therefore, the nuclei of the SOC may be one example of mosaic evolution (Simpson [@CR37]; Mayr [@CR27]) in mammals which occurs under various evolutionary pressures for the brain in other species as well (Barton and Harvey [@CR2]; Clark et al. [@CR9]).

Especially these wider distances (filled by white matter) between the few remaining neurons indicates an increase in afferent input and connectivity.
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